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ANALOGS OF CLIFFORD'S THEOREM FOR

POLYCYCLIC-BY-FINTTE GROUPS

BY

MARTIN LORENZ

Abstract. Let P be a primitive ideal in the group algebra K[G] of the

polycyclic group G and let N be a normal subgroup of G. We show that

among the irreducible right AT[G]-modules with annihilator P there exists at

least one, V, such that the restricted /C[JV]-module VN is completely reduc-

ible, a sum of G-conjugate simple AT[Af]-submodules. Various stronger

versions of this result are obtained. We also consider the action of G on the

factor K[N]/P n K[N] and show that, in case K is uncountable, any ideal

/ of K[N] satisfying (~| seaiS = p n K[N] is contained in a primitive

ideal Q of K[N] with fl g£cQe ~ p n K[N].

Introduction. By the classical restriction theorem of Clifford, we know that,

given a finite group G and an irreducible right ÄT[G]-module V, then V

restricted to any normal subgroup N of G is a completely reducible K[N]-

module and its simple components are conjugate under G. In the case of

infinite groups, this result is still true provided the normal subgroup N has

finite index in G (cf. [15, Theorem 7.2.16]), but it fails to hold in general

without this restriction on N. So consider, for instance, the two-generator

nilpotent group of class two, G = (x,y\z = [x,y] is central). If K is a field

containing an element X E Koi infinite multiplicative order, then the Lau-

rent polynomial ring V = K[X ±x] becomes an irreducible right Ä"[G]-module

by the rules Xi"■ x = Xi+X, X'-y = A'A", X'■ z = XX1. But for the normal

subgroup N = <x, z> of G, the restricted module VN has no irreducible

ÄTA/J-submodule, because such a submodule would correspond to a minimal

ideal in K[X±X].

However, there is still something that can be said for an arbitrary normal

subgroup N of the polycyclic-by-finite group G. Namely, let F be a primitive

ideal in K[G], say P is the annihilator of the irreducible right ÀT[G]-module

V. In case VN splits into a sum of G-conjugate simple Ä^A/J-submodules, an

immediate consequence would be that

p n K[N] = fl Q*
geG
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for some primitive ideal Q of K[N]. Now, it has been shown in [13] that such

a primitive ideal Q always exists, without any assumption on the primitive

ideal P and on the normal subgroup N. The present paper is an attempt to

derive some module theoretic consequences of this fact.

In the first section, we show that, given a primitive ideal P in the group

algebra K[G] of the poly cyclic-by-finite group G and given a normal sub-

group N of G, then there is at least one irreducible right #[G]-module V with

annihilator P such that the restricted module VN is completely reducible. In

fact, we prove slightly more (Theorem 1.6): Let F be a primitive ideal of

K[G] and let ^ be a normal subgroup of G. Then there exists a primitive

ideal Q of K[N] such that

(O nge0Q' = P D K[N] and

(ii) for any irreducible AT[A/]-module W with annihilator Q there exists an

irreducible AT[G]-module V with annihilator the given primitive ideal F such

that VN contains a copy of W. In particular, VN is isomorphic to a direct sum

of G-conjugates of W. In the proof, we use the result of [13] mentioned above

and extend it by Ore extension methods, that is by viewing K[G] as essen-

tially built up successively by ring extensions of the type R E S, where

5 = Ra[t] is an Ore extension.

The second section contains a sharpened version of the above result under

the assumption that F is a certain nicely behaved maximal ideal of K[G].

Without going into the details here, let us just mention that the conditions we

impose on P are satisfied by any primitive ideal in K[G], if G is finitely

generated nilpotent. Roughly speaking, we prove in Corollary 2.5, that for

such a P one may take any primitive ideal Q of K[N] satisfying the condition

fl geGß8 = P n K[N] and one still has the module theoretic result as

stated in part (ii) of the above Theorem 1.6.

In the remaining two sections, we are concerned with studying the action of

the polycyclic-by-finite group G on R = K[N]/P n K[N], where F is a

primitive ideal in K[G] and N is a. normal subgroup of G. In short, the action

is such that there are "few" fixed elements in R and "many" ideals in R with

a large orbit under G. More precisely, if S(/?) is the classical ring of quotients

of R, then the fixed ring S(/?)G under the obvious action of G on S(/?) is

finite dimensional over the ground field K. Furthermore, there are countably

many nonzero G-stable ideals /,, I2, . . . of R (not necessarily distinct and

possibly equal to R) such that any ideal I oí R with a small orbit under G,

that is with ngeGIg ¥= (0), must contain one of the ideals /,. Here, the

notions of small and large orbit are motivated by the so-called Jacobson

topology on the set Priv(Z?) of primitive ideals of R. For the definition of this

topology we refer to §4, and we just note here that the primitive ideal Q of R

has a dense G-orbit in Priv(Ä) if and only if DgSGôg = (0).

In terms of the Jacobson topology, the above result yields that, after
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removing at most countably many closed subsets from Pñv(R), any primitive

ideal of R has a dense G-orbit. Of course, this does not say anything if the

ground field K itself is at most countable. But if K is uncountable, then the

result can be combined with a recent theorem of Farkas [4] to obtain among

others the following theorem (Theorem 4.3): Let K be an uncountable field,

let F be a primitive ideal of K[G] and let N be a polycyclic normal subgroup

of G. Then any ideal / of R = K[N]/P n K[N] such that C\gSGIg = (0) is

contained in a primitive ideal Q of R such that C\geGQg = (0). The methods

of this last part of the paper are influenced by a recent article of Dixmier [3].

Our notation will be as in [15]. If not explicitly stated otherwise, G will

always be a polycyclic-by-finite group and K will denote any commutative

field. Rings are associative and have a 1, ideals are two-sided ideals and

modules are understood to be unitary right modules.

1. Ore extension methods. In this section R will always denote a right

Noetherian A'-algebra and a will be a /f-algebra automorphism of R. The Ore

extension Ra[t] is obtained from R by adjoining an indeterminate / subject to

the equation

tr = r"t,

for all r E R. Localizing Ra[t] at the powers of t, we obtain the skew Laurent

polynomial ring S = Ra[t, t~x]. Thus a typical element of S has the form

fit) = Um + /m+,'m+1 + • • • +/„'",

where / G R and m and n are integers such that m < ij. If fm and /„ are

nonzero, then we call ij — m the degree of fit). The automorphism a can be

extended to an automorphism of S via Ia = t.

Suppose r is a group acting as Ä-algebra automorphisms on R. Then R is

said to be T-prime if and only if the product of any two nonzero T-stable

ideals of R always is nonzero. A T-stable ideal / of R is called T-prime if R/I

is a T-prime ring. In the case T = <a> we write a-prime instead of <a>-prime.

In the following lemma we gather some information from [7].

Lemma 1.1. (i) If R is T-prime, then R is semiprime and the finitely many

minimal prime ideals of R from a complete orbit under T. Furthermore, any

nonzero T-stable ideal of R contains a regular element of R.

(ii) If P is aprime ideal of S = Ra[t, t~x], then P n R is an a-prime ideal of

R.

(iii) Assume that the prime ideal P of S satisfies P =£ (P n R)S. If I is an

ideal of S such that I D F, then I n R D F n R.

Proof. The assertions are [7, Lemmas 1.5, 1.3, 1.10] or immediate con-

sequences thereof.   □

Let F denote a prime ideal of R. Then the heart of P, %(P), is defined to
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be the center of the simple Artinian classical ring of quotients of R/P, that is

%(P) = Z(2(R/P)).

Thus the heart of a prime ideal is an extension field of K. If R = K[G] is the

group algebra of the polycyclic-by-finite group G, then the field extension

%(P)/K is always finitely generated, by [13, Theorem 4.4] or [12, Corollary

9]. Imitating terminology in [1] we make the following definition.

Definition. The prime ideal P of the right Noetherian íf-algebra R is

called almost rational if and only if the field extension %(P)/K is algebraic.

In the case R = K[G], any primitive ideal P of R is almost rational. This

follows from the fact that %(P) is embeddable in EndÄ(F) for any irreduc-

ible R-module V with annihilator P, by [1, Satz 3.1], and this endomorphism

ring is known to be algebraic over K [9, Theorem 1.2].

Lemma 1.2. Let P denote an almost rational prime ideal of S = Ra[t, t~1].

(i) If P = (P n R)S, then a' in its action on CL(R/P n R) is an outer

automorphism for all I ¥= 0.

(ii) // / is an ideal of S such that I D F, then I n R D F n R.

Proof, (i) Replacing S by S/(P n R)S at (R/P n R)a[t, r1] if neces-

sary, we may assume that F = (0). Let 2 = 2(F) and 2 = 2(S) denote the

classical rings of quotients so that â'c2, and suppose some power a1,

I ¥= 0, acts as an inner automorphism on 2'. Then there exists a unit ?£2'

such that q~xrq = r°' holds for all r E 2'. In particular, all a-conjugates q"',

i G Z, commute with each other and with /' and the elements qat' = (qt')a

E 2 centralize 2'. Hence

y = qt'q"t'-   ...   >q«"t> = qqa ■   ...    q^Y

also centralizes 2'. In addition, y commutes with t so y is central in 2. Since

y is clearly transcendental over K, we have a contradiction. Therefore, all

powers a', I ^ 0, act as outer automorphisms onâ'.

(ii) If F =£ (P n R)S, then the result follows from Lemma l.l(iii). Thus we

have to consider the case F = (F n R)S. Again we may assume that F =

(0). In particular R is a-prime and semiprime, by Lemma 1.1 (i) and (ii), and

hence the regular elements of R form a right Ore subset 6 of R and of S (see

[7, Lemma 1.4]). We claim that the localization Se is a simple ring. Since Se

can be identified with the skew Laurent polynomial ring 2/[l, rx], where

2' = 2(F), it suffices to check that

(a) all powers a1,1 =£ 0, act as outer automorphisms on 2' and

(b) 2' does not contain an a-stable ideal ¥^ (0),2' (see, for instance, [8,

Proposition 3]). But (a) is just assertion (i) and (b) follows from Lemma 1.1 (i).

Now assume by way of contradiction that there exists an ideal / ^ (0) of 5

such that / n R = (0). Choosing / maximal with respect to these properties

we may assume that / is prime. But then, by [1, Satz 2.10], /ß"1 = ISe is a
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nonzero prime ideal of Se and so it contains the identity, by the above.

Therefore, /nS?t0 and / n R ¥= (0). This proves the lemma.   □

If A" is a right ideal of R, then we let Id(A") denote the greatest ideal of R

contained in X, that is Id(A) = annR(R/X), the annihilator of the right

R-module R/X.

Lemma 1.3. If X is a right ideal of R, then

Id(A-S) = (nid(A-r')-S.

Proof. The element

f(t) = fmtm + L+itm+x + ■■■ +f„t"ES = Ra[t,rx]

is contained in Id(A"S) if and only if for all r E R and any integer / we have

rt'f(t) = rfÜm+i + • • • +rft'f+i E XS,

or equivalently, rff G X for all r G R, i G Z and / = m, m + 1, ...,«. Of

course, the latter condition just says that /, G fl ,ezId(A)a' for all I = m,

m + 1, ..., n. The assertion follows,   fj

The content of the following lemma is essentially a suitable application of

the Euclidean algorithm to the skew Laurent polynomial ring S = Ra[t, /"'].

Part (i) will not be needed explicitly in the sequel but may be of some interest

in its own right (see also Lemma 2.4).

Lemma 1.4. Let P be aprime ideal of S = Ra[t, t'1].

(i) // X is a right ideal of R such that n,ezId(A")a' = F n R, then

ld(XS + P)= P.

(ii) There exists an astable ideal I = I(P) of R with I" D P fl R for all n

and such that any right ideal X of R with X D P n R and XS + P - S

contains some power I".

Proof. After factoring out the ideal (F n R)S of S, if necessary, we may

assume that F n R = (0) and R is a-prime, the latter by Lemma 1.1 (ii). If

F = (0), then

ld(XS + P ) = ( fl Id(AT') • S = (0),
\ ¡ez I

by Lemma 1.3, and hence (i) holds. For (ii), we   may choose I = R, for

XS = S implies X = R.

In the following we suppose that F =^ (0). Choose an element

f(t) = fjm + fm+itm+X + ■ ■ ■  +fnt"EP

of minimal degree n — m > 0. We may assume that m = 0. Set V = S/P,

y = t + P E V. Then F is a subring of the prime ring V and is stable under

conjugation with the unit^ G V. Let
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C «-i
A = l r E R\ryn E X Ry'

[ 1-0

and

5- ¡re R\rl E ¿ Fy'

Thus A is just the set of leading coefficients in R of elements of degree n in P,

together with 0, and B is the set of lowest coefficients of elements of degree n

in F, together with 0. It is easily checked that A and B both are nonzero

a-stable ideals of R. Inductively, one obtains that, for any nonnegative

integer /,

n-1
Al+ly" + ! =y" + 'A'+l C   2  By'

i-O

and

Bl+y=y-lB<+x E%Ry'.

i—i

Now let / = A n B. Then / is an a-stable ideal of R and /' i= (0) for all

/ > 0, since R is a-prime. Furthermore, it follows from the above that for any

integerp there exists / = l(p) G Z+ such that

n-\

y"Ir C 2 Ry'   for all/' >/.
i=0

Suppose A" is a right ideal of R such that n,ezId(A")a = (0) and assume

by way of contradiction that Id(XS + P) J= P. Considered in V, this means

the existence of a nonzero ideal J of V such that J c XV. By Lemma l.l(iii),

J n R is a nonzero a-stable ideal of R which is contained in XV ■» 2/e2A>>'.

Since J n F is finitely generated as a right ideal of R, we may even choose

integers p and q such that

/ n R E 2 *>'•
i-P

There exists an integer / with

(Í Xy'ti'c "¿V
\,=/.       / i-o

(for instance

/ = max{/(p),/(p+ 1), ...,/(<?)}

works) and hence

n-l

(/ n F)/'c S *>'•
/-o
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By the minimality of n, this implies that (J p\ R)l' E X. Furthermore, the

ideal (/ n R)Il of R is a-stable and the a-primeness of R implies that it is

nonzero. Therefore, we finally obtain the contradiction

(0) * (J n R )/' C D Id(A-)"' = (0).
iez

Thus we must have Id(AS + P) = P, and (i) is proved.

As to (ii), we choose / to be the ideal of R constructed above. If A" is a right

ideal of R such that XS + F = S, then XV = V and there exist integers p

and q such that 1 G ~ZqimcpXy'. Again, we use the fact that for a suitable power

/' we have

(¿A>')/'c"iV
V i=p j i=0

and hence /' c 2,"~¿Xy'. The minimality of n again implies that /' c X, and

we are done.    □

Before we apply this to group algebras, let us quote the following finite

index lemma. Here and in the remainder of this section G will always denote

a polycyclic-by-finite group.

Lemma 1.5. Let N be a normal subgroup of finite index in G.

(i) If P is a prime ideal in K[G], then P is minimal over (P n K[N])K[G].

(ii) Let P be a primitive ideal of K[G] and let Q be a minimal covering prime

of P n K[N]. If V is an irreducible K[G]-module with annihilator P, then the

restricted module VN contains an irreducible submodule W with annihilator Q.

In particular, Q is primitive.

(iii) Let Q be a primitive ideal of K[N] and let P be a minimal covering

prime of (C\ &GQg)K[G]. If W is an irreducible K[N]-module with annihilator

Q, then the induced module WG = W 0 KlNXK[G] has a composition factor V

such that ann^.g/ V) = P and VN D W. In particular, P is primitive.

Proof. Assertion (i) is [13, Lemma 4.3(i)] and (ii), (iii) are proved in [13,

Lemma 5.1].   □

We now come to the main result of this section.

Theorem 1.6. Let P be a primitive ideal of K[G] and let N be a normal

subgroup of G. Then there exists a primitive ideal Q of K[N] such that:

0) niEGß* = Pn^];
(ii) for each irreducible K[N]-module W with annihilator Q there exists an

irreducible K[G]-module V with annihilator P such that VN D W. In particular,

VN is isomorphic to a direct sum of G-conjugates of W.

Proof. Suppose U is a normal subgroup of G with N E U and assume the

assertion.of the theorem holds for the pairs (N, U) and (U, G). Then it is
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easily checked that the theorem also holds for (N, G). Since G is

polycyclic-by-finite, this remark reduces the problem to the following two

cases:

G/N is finite and G/N is infinite cyclic. The case G/N finite is contained

in Lemma 1.5, so we have to consider the case G/N at Z here, say G =

<A/,l). Then K[G] « K[N]a[t, I"1], and we may apply our results on skew

Laurent polynomial rings. First however, we infer from [13, Corollary 5.3]

that there is a primitive ideal Q of K[N] such that DgeGQg = F n K[N].

Let W be an irreducible Ä^A^-module with annihilator Q and write W =s

K[N]/X for some maximal right ideal X of K[N]. We claim that XK[G] + F

is distinct from K[G]. Suppose otherwise and let / = /(F) be the G-stable

ideal of K[N] constructed in Lemma 1.4. Then the assumption XK[G] + F

= K[G] implies that X d I" for some positive integer n.

Since Q = ld(X) is the greatest ideal of K[N] contained in X, it follows

that Q d /" and hence Q o I. Therefore, since / is G-stable, we obtain that

I E H Qg = P n K[N].
«EG

On the other hand, by construction, / strictly contains F n K[N]. This

contradiction shows that we must in fact have XK[G] + P ¥= K[G]. In

particular, we may choose a maximal right ideal Y of K[G] with XK[G] + P

E Y. Let F be the irreducible AT[G]-module V= K[G]/Y. Then

VNoK[N]/Y<~\ K[N] = K[N]/X- W

and clearly, the annihilator A of V contains F. Suppose that A D P. Then,

since F is almost rational, we conclude by Lemma 1.2(ii) that A n K[N] D

F n K[N]. But

AnK[N]= HTmK[N](V) E znnKlN](W) = Q

and hence

A n K[N] e D Qg = F D K[N].
geG

This contradiction shows that V has annihilator precisely F, and the theorem

is proved.   □

Remarks 1.7. (a) In the proof of Theorem 1.6 we have used [13, Corollary

5.3]. For finitely generated nilpotent-by-finite groups one can avoid this by

using the fact that in this case all primitive ideals of K[G] are maximal (cf.

[13, Corollary 5.6]): Reduce to the case G/N infinite cyclic as above and then

argue as follows. Choose / = I(P) according to Lemma 1.4(ii). Then / is a

G-stable ideal of K[N] strictly containing F n K[N]. Since K[N] is a

Jacobson ring (cf. [9, Corollary 1.3]) and since F n K[N] is a semiprime ideal

of K[N], we can find a primitive ideal Q of K[N] such that Q D P n K[N]
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but Q lb I. We claim that Dg^GQg = F n K[N]. Otherwise,

((lgeGQg)K[G] + P would be a two-sided ideal of K[G] strictly containing

P. Consequently, (C\gSGQg)K[G] + F = K[G], and Lemma 1.4(h) yields

that C\g(EGQg D /" for some n. But this clearly implies that Q D I, con-

tradicting the choice of Q. Therefore, we must have ngSGßg = Fn K[N]

as claimed. The proof can now be completed as above.

(b) The proof of the theorem shows that, at least in the cases G/N finite or

infinite cyclic, we may take Q to be any primitive ideal of K[N] satisfying

Hgeoô* = F n K[N] and still have the fact that to any irreducible K[N]-

module W with annihilator Q there exists an irreducible AT[G]-module V with

annihilator F such that VN D W.

2. Maximal ideals. Throughout this section G will denote a polycyclic-by-

finite group. Let / be an ideal of K[G]. Following [16] we set

/t= {gG G|l-gG/}.

Thus /+ is the kernel of the natural homomorphism G —> K[G]/1 and hence

is a normal subgroup of G. Let A7 be the subgroup of G defined by

A,//t = A(G//t),

the f.c. center of G/I^. Then A, is normal in G and, using the terminology of

[15], we say the ideal / is ^¡-controlled if

I = {I n K[^])K[G}.

As to the relevance of these ideals we note that Roseblade has shown in [16,

Theorems C.l and C.2] that G always contains a certain characteristic

subgroup G0 = nio(G) of finite index such that every prime ideal F of K[G0]

is Ap-controlled. Furthermore, it is not hard to show, using work in [16], that

in the case of an arbitrary polycyclic-by-finite group G at least every com-

pletely prime ideal P of K[G] is AP-controlled (i.e., those ideals P of K[G] for

which K[G]/P has no zero divisors).

Note that if the ideal / is A7-controlled, then the factor K[G]/I has the

structure of a crossed product

*[<?]//«(*[*,]// n K[L,])l[G/\].

We briefly recall that the crossed product Far[//] of the group H over the ring

R contains for each x E H an element x G FJ[//] and every element of

R%[H] can be written uniquely as a finite sum 2xeHrxx with rx E R.

The addition in FaY[//] is defined componentwise and the multiplication is

given by the formulas

*V = y(x,y) *y » rx = Jcro(x)

for all x,y E H and r E R. Here a: H -> Aut(F) and y: H X H -> U(R), the

group of units of R, are maps that have to satisfy certain technical conditions
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which make the multiplication in R¿[H] associative. For details and elemen-

tary properties of crossed products we refer to [10]. Here we just note that in

order to view K[G]/I as a crossed product of H = G/A, over R =

K[k,]/1 n K[àj] one associates to each coset x E H the element x = gx +

I E K[G]/I, where gx E G is a fixed element of the coset x. The point is that

/ = (/ n K[àj])K[G] implies that these elements x, where x runs over H,

form a basis of K[G]/I as a free left F-module. The map a arises from the

action of G on F and y(x, y) is the element d + I with d = gxgyg^-

The next lemma deals with the following situation. Let S cube rings and

let a: H -» Aut(F) and y: H X H-> U(R) be as above such that in addition

Im y E U(S) and a(G) transforms S into itself. Then with the obvious

mappings a' and y' we have a crossed product S$[H] which is a subring of

Ry[H].

Lemma 2.1. Lei S = S¿[H] c 91 = R„[H] be crossed products as described

above. If S\SR, that is if S is a direct summand of R considered as a left

S-module, then S|§91.

Proof. By assumption, there exists a left 5-submodule T of R such that

R = S © T. Writing "3" for the set of elements "2x£Hxtx E 91 with tx E T,

we see that 9" is stable under addition and left multiplication with elements of

S. To see the latter, let s E S, t E T and x,y E H. Then

(xs)(yt) = y(x,y)lcy~sa^t = ~xy~ y(x, y)a(xy)sa^t,

and since y(x,y)a^sa(y) G S, we have y(x,y)a^)saMt G F and so (xs)(yt)

G 3\ Observe that each element of 91 can also be written uniquely as a finite

sum ?L,xeHxrx, and the elements of S are just those with rx E S for all x. So

we have a direct sum decomposition of 91 into left S -modules 91 = S © 3".

This establishes our claim,   fj

The following lemma is essentially well known (see, for instance, the proof

of [13, Lemma 4.5]).

Lemma 2.2. Let S c R be rings and assume that R is Noetherian as right

S-module. If X ^ (0) is a right ideal of R containing a regular element of R,

then X n S ¥* (0).

Proof. Let c be the regular element given by hypothesis. Then since R is

Noetherian as a right S-module, there is a positive integer m with

cm E S + cS + ■ ■ ■ +cm-xS.

We obtain a monic equation of the form

cm + c™-ijm_j + . . . + Ci, + í0 = 0

with s¡ E S. Choose such a monic equation of minimal degree m > 1. Then,

by the regularity of c, i0 has to be nonzero and certainly s0 is contained in X,
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since c is an element of X. Thus 0¥" s0E X n S and X n S ¥* (0).   □

The next lemma is very similar to Lemma 1.3. We therefore leave the easy

proof to the reader.

Lemma 2.3. Let N be a normal subgroup of G and let X be a right ideal of

K[N]. Then

ld{XK[G]) = (n X')k[G].
VgEG /

In the proof of the next lemma we need the concept of a G-prime ring

which was defined in the first section. We shall use the following version of

Lemma 1.1 (ii) (cf. also Lemma 3.2): If F is a prime ideal of K[G] and N is a

normal subgroup of G, then F n K[N] is a G-prime ideal of K[N].

Lemma 2.4. Let P be AP-controlled primitive ideal of K[G] and let N be a

normal subgroup of G. If X is a right ideal of K[N] such that C\ gSGXs =

P n K[N], then

ld{XK[G] + P) = P.

Proof. Set U = NAP and Y = XK[U] + (P n K[U]). Then Uis a normal

subgroup of G and by assumption on F we have

P = {P n K[U])K[G]

and so

YK[G] = XK[G] + P.

Hence

ld{XK[G] + P) = Id(YK[G]) = ( H y4[6],

by Lemma 2.3. The assertion is therefore equivalent to

H  Yg = P n K[U].

Set 91 = K[U]/P n K[U] and S = K[N]/P n *[#]. Then, by the
above remark, S c 91 are G-prime rings. From F = (F n K[AP])K[G] it

follows that

F n K[ U] = (F n K[AP])K[U]

and

F n K[N] = (F n K[N n A,])^].

Hence 91 and S can be considered as crossed products

<& = {K[AP]/P n K[AP])l[U/AP],

S = {K[N n AP]/P n K[N n AP])ya,[N/N n A,].
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Since U/AP = N/N n A^ we can choose the coset representatives for AP in

U to be in N. Hence both 91 and S are crossed products over the group

H = N/N nAP. Writing

R = K[AP]/P n ^[A^]    and    S = K[N n AF]/F n K[N n AP]

we have S E R, and the point about F being primitive is that this implies R

to be finite dimensional over K (see [11, Lemma 2.4] or Lemma 3.5). In

particular, S is a semisimple Artinian ring and hence S\SR. Lemma 2.1

allows us to conclude that S |§9l. Let Y be the image of Y in 91 and let X be

the image of X in S. Then Y = A" 91 and, since S|§91, we obtain that

Y n S = X. Now G certainly acts on 91 and S, and our assumption on X

can be expressed as D g<=GXg = (0), whereas our assertion, as modified in the

first paragraph of the proof, becomes ngeGYg = (0). Assume by way of

contradiction that (~)gEiGYg is nonzero. Then since 91 is a G-prime ring and

D gEGYg is a G-stable two-sided ideal of 91, we could use Lemma 1.1 (i) to

conclude that there is a regular element in C\geGYg. But as we observed

above, R is finite dimensional over K and so 91 is finitely generated as a right

S-module and hence is Noetherian as a right S-module. We can therefore

apply Lemma 2.2 to obtain that

D   Yg C\% ̂  (0).
gee

But since S is G-stable, we have

n yg n s = n (t nsf = n*g = (o).
«ec gee gee

This contradiction shows that we have in fact C\g^GYs = (0), as was to be

shown.    □

What we have obtained so far is the following: Given a AP-controlled

primitive ideal P of K[G], a. normal subgroup N of G and a primitive ideal Q

of K[N] such that C\geGQg = F n K[N], then to any irreducible K[N]-

module W with annihilator Q there exists a Ä^[G]-module V with annihilator

F such that VN is isomorphic to a direct sum of G-conjugates of W. Namely,

we just write W in the form W =s K[N]/X with some maximal right ideal X

of K[N]. Since Q is the annihilator of W, we have H n^NX" = Q and hence

fl Xg=  fl ô*=Fn K[N].
geG geG

Therefore, the lemma gives ld(XK[G] + P) = P, that is F is the annihilator

of the tf[G]-module V = K[G]/(XK[G] + P). Clearly, Kd K[N]/X m W

and V = 2g(BG(K[N]/X)g. Hence VN is isomorphic to a direct sum of

G-conjugates of W. Of course, V will not be irreducible in general, and we do

not know whether or not V must necessarily have a composition factor with
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annihilator precisely F. Such a composition factor, considered as a K[N]-

module would also be isomorphic to a sum of conjugates of W. One case at

least is trivial, namely the case where F is Af-controlled and maximal, for

then any composition factor of V has annihilator precisely F. So we may state

the following

Corollary 2.5. Let P be a AP-controlled maximal ideal of K[G], let N be a

normal subgroup of G and let Q be any primitive ideal of K[N] such that

n geGQg = p n K[N].
Then to any irreducible K[N]-module W with annihilator Q there exists an

irreducible K[G]-module V with annihilator P such that VN is isomorphic to a

direct sum of G-conjugates of W.

3. Almost fixed point free group actions. Throughout this section G will

denote a polycyclic-by-finite group. Let T be a group acting on K[G], Recall

from §1 that an ideal F of K[G] is said to be T-prime if F is T-stable and if

AB c F for T-stable ideals A and B of K[G] implies that A C F or B c F.

By Lemma 1.1(f), any T-prime ideal P of K[G] is semiprime and in fact can

be uniquely expressed in the form F = F, n F2 n . . . n F„, where the ideals

F, of K[G] are prime and form a complete orbit under the action of T.

In the following, Int(G) denotes the group of inner automorphisms of G,

considered as a group of automorphisms on K[G].

Lemma 3.1. Let T be a group acting on K[G] and let P be a T-prime ideal of

K[G]. Then T acts on the classical ring or quotients %(K[G]/P) ofK[G]/P. If

Int(G) c T, then the fixed ring 2(tf[G]/F)r is a finitely generated field

extension of K.

Proof. Write F = F, n F2 n . . . n F„, a finite intersection of T-conjugate

prime ideals F, = Pxy>. By [6, Theorem 2.17], none of the ideals F, contains an

element which is regular modulo F. Hence the right ideals F,2 of 2 =

2(#[G]/F) are actually two-sided and are precisely the prime ideals of 2

(cf. [1, Satz 2.10]). Here we have written P¡ = P¡/P. We obtain /^-preserving

isomorphisms

A « 2 ©2//>.2 a (2/F.2)"
i = i

sending the element q E 2 to the «-tuple (qyr' + F,2), in (2/^,2)". Under

this map, the elements of 2r have their images in the diagonal of (2/F12)n

and, since Int(G) c T, the components of the image of q E 2r are stable

under the action of G on 2/F, 2. Therefore, we have a ZT-algebra embedding

2r^diag(2/F,2)G « 2(2/F,2).
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Now 2/P,2 is canonically isomorphic to the ring of quotients 2(AT[G]/F,)

of K[G]/PX (see [1, Satz 2.10]) and hence 2(2/PJ2) is the heart of Px,

X(PX) = Z{Z{K[G]/PX)).

But the latter is known to be a finitely generated field extension of K, by [13,

Theorem 4.4]. Therefore, the subextension 2r is also finitely generated, and

the lemma is proved.   □

Definition. Let T be a group acting as AT-algebra automorphisms on K[G]

such that Int(G) c T. Let F be a T-prime ideal of K[G]. We say that the

action of T on ÀTGJ/P is almost fixed point free if and only if the field

extension Q(K[G]/P)r/K is algebraic (and hence is finite dimensional).

To give a first example, let t be an automorphism of the finitely generated

torsion free abelian group A such that 1 is the only element of A with a finite

orbit under t. In this case, the action of <t) on K[A] is almost fixed point free

in the sense of the above definition. For, the semidirect product G = A(t}

has f.c. center A(G) = <1> (see [5, Lemma 4.4]), and this implies

%(%(K[G])) = K, by [15, Theorem 4.4.5]. But obviously, %(K[A])T c

2(2(tf[G])) and so %(K[A])T = K. The converse is also true and is in fact

easier.

Our main interest in almost fixed point free group actions stems from the

fact that, in case F is a primitive ideal of K[G], the action of G on K[G]/P is

almost fixed point free. In fact, this is just an alternative way of expressing

that primitive ideals in K[G] are almost rational (cf. §1). The following

lemma and its corollary extend this observation to subrings K[N]/P n

K[N], where N is normal in G. Here and in the remainder of this section we

are concerned with the following special situation: T is a group containing G

as a normal subgroup and T acts on K[G] and suitable factors of K[G] via its

action on G.

Lemma 3.2. Let G <T and let P be a T-prime ideal of K[G]. If N c G is

normal in T, then P n K[N] is a T-prime of K[N] and we have a K-algebra

embedding of the fixed rings

ÇL{K[N]/P n K[N])r^%{K[G]/P)T.

In particular, if the action of T on K[G]/P is almost fixed point free, then the

same holds for the subring K[N]/P n K[N].

Proof. Clearly, F n K[N] is T-stable. Let A and B be T-stable ideals of

K[N] such that AB c F n K[N], Then A and B are in particular G-stable

and so AK[G] = K[G]A and BK[G] = K[G]B are two-sided T-stable ideals

of K[G]. Since

{AK[G]){BK[G]) = (AB)K[G] E (P n K[N])K[G] E P,

the assumption on P implies that AK[G] c F or BK[G] E P and hence
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^Cfn K[N] or B C F n K[N]. This shows that F n #[#] is, in fact,

T-prime.

Set R = K[G]/P and S = K[N]/P n #[#]. Then S is a T-prime subring

of R, and we have to show that 2(S)r embeds in 2(F)r. So let r and s be

elements of S, with 5 regular in S, such that z = r*"' G 2(5)r. Then in

particular, z is central in 2 (S) and for all y E T we have

rys = (zs)ys = zysys = zj^j = sTzí = syr.

Interpreting the equation rys = syr in F we obtain that rxs = sxr, for all

x G R. Now let F,, F2, . . . , Pn denote the minimal primes of R and set

r, = r + F„ s¡ = s + F, G F/F,. Then for all i and for all x E R/P¡, r¡xs¡ =

s¡xr¡. It follows from a result of Martindale [14, Theorem 4], that for each i

there exists c, G Z(2(F/F,)) with i-, = c,j,. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we

identify 2 = 2(F) with 2"_, © 2,., where % = 2/F,2 = 2(F/F,). We
have r = rx + r2 + ■ ■ ■ + rn, s = sx + s2 + ■ ■ ■ +sn and r = cs, where c ■

cx + c2 + • • ■ +cn is central in 2. Therefore, in 2 the equation rY.s = syr

reads as c^j = sycs = cj^í. Thus we have

(cy - c)sys = 0

for all y E T. Now let ■ni denote the projection of 2 = 2"_, © 2, onto the

/th component. Observe that no ir¡ annihilates a regular element of S. For this

would imply that F, contains a regular element of S and hence each of the

ideals Px, P2, . . ., Pn contains a regular element of S, since the T-primeness

of R implies that these ideals are conjugate under T. However, the product

Px- P2.Pn is zero, a contradiction. In particular, ir¡(sys) is nonzero for

all y and since tr¡(cy — c) is central in the prime ring 2, for all y, we deduce

from 7r¡(cy — c)ir¡(sys) = 0 that 7r((cY - c) = 0 for / = 1,2, . . ., n and for all

y E T. This shows that c is T-invariant and so we have obtained that r = cs,

for some c E 2r. We show that c only depends on z, not on the choices of r

and s. For, if z is written in the form z = (ru)(su)~x with u regular in S, then

as above we obtain c' E 2r such that ru = c'su. On the other hand, ru = csu

and hence (c — c')su = 0. Note since R is T-prime so is 2. Thus if c ¥= c',

then c — c' is a regular element of 2 and (c — c')su = 0 implies that su = 0,

a contradiction. Hence we see that c = c'. Routine verification shows that the

map zbc from 2(5)r to 2r = 2(F)r is a Ä"-algebra homomorphism which

has to be an embedding, since 2(S)r is a field (Lemma 3.1). The last

assertion of the lemma is an immediate consequence of this embedding.    □

In view of the remarks made before the statement of the lemma we have

the following:

Corollary 3.3. Let P be a primitive ideal of K[G]. Then for any normal

subgroup N of G, the action of G on K[N]/P n K[N] is almost fixed point

free.
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Lemma 3.4. Let G <¡T and let P be a T-prime ideal of K[G].

(i) If T0 < T, then P can be uniquely expressed as a finite irredundant

intersection P = F, n F2 n . . . n P„ of T0-prime ideals F, which form an orbit

under the action of T.

(ii) Suppose the normal subgroup T0 of T has finite index and set G0 = G n

T0. Then

PnK[G0]= n p¿,
Yer

where P0 is a T0-prime of K[G0] which is uniquely determined up to T-conjuga-

tion. Furthermore, if the action ofT on K[G]/P is almost fixed point free, then

the same holds for the action of T0 on K[G0]/P0.

Proof. Observe that T permutes the minimal covering primes

ôi,C?2> • -, Qr of P transitively and F equals their intersection. The action of

T0 on [Qt, Q3,.. •, Q,) produces orbits 0,, 02, . . ., 0„ which again are

permuted transitively by T, since T0 is normal in T. Therefore, the ideals

P, = H gee.ô form an orbit under T, they are T0-prime and P = H F,. The

proof of the uniqueness is easy and is omitted.

It remains to prove (ii). First, by Lemma 3.2, F n K[GQ] is T-prime and

hence the existence and uniqueness (up to T-conjugacy) of an expression of

the form

Fn*[G0]= H ^oY
yer

with F0 a ro-prime follows from part (i). Suppose now that the action on

K[G]/P is almost fixed point free. We want to show that 2(/T[G0]/F0)r° is

finite dimensional over K.

From Lemma 3.2 we know that 2r is finite dimensional, where we have

written 2 = 2,(K[G0]/P n K[G0]). Write F n K[G0] = F, n F2

n ... n P„, an irredundant intersection of T0-prime ideals P, which are

permuted transitively by T. In analogy with the proof of Lemma 3.1, we write

2 as the sum

2= S ©2(tf[G0]/P,.).
i = i

The group T, in its action on 2, permutes these summands transitively and T0

stabilizes them. Therefore,

2r = (2r°)r/r° = ( 2 ©2(tf[G0]/P,.)r°

Set T = T/T0 and F¡ = 2(Ar[G0]/F,.)r». Then f is a finite group and each F,

is a finitely generated field extension of K, by Lemma 3.1, F¡ sat Fv Our claim

can be expressed as (F, :  K) < oo. Set

\i/»0
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T, = {x ef\Ff = Fx).

Then the finite group T, acts as field automorphisms on F, and fixes the

elements of K. Hence, if Kx denotes the fixed field of T„ then K c AT, and

(F,: Kx) < oo. So it suffices to show that (Kx : K) < oo. Choose a right

transversal {xx, x2, . . . , xr) for T, in T. If À G Kx, then the element

Xx' + h** + ■ ■ ■ +XX- E 2

is clearly independent of the choice of the transversal and is contained in 2r.

Finally, the map

Xt^Xx> + XX> + ■ ■ ■ +X^

is easily seen to be a one-to-one ring homomorphism. Thus, as a Zf-algebra Kx

is embedded isomorphically in 2r and so (Kx: K) < (2r: K) < oo. This

proves the lemma.    □

Lemma 3.5. Let G <T and let P be a T-prime ideal of K[G]. Suppose that

the action ofT on K[G]/P is almost fixed point free and assume G = DG(T) =

{x G G\x has only finitely many T-conjugates). Then K[G]/P is finite dimen-

sional over K. In particular, P is maximal among the T-stable ideals of K[G].

Proof. Set Z = %(G) and R = K[Z]/P n K[Z]. Then Z has finite index

in G and is normal in T. Hence T acts on R and in fact some finite image of T

is acting, since G = DG(T). We conclude that R is integral over the fixed ring

RT and F is a finitely generated Fr-module (cf. [2, p. 33]). Since Fr c

2(-rv[G]/P)r, the assumption on T implies that Fr is finite dimensional over

K. Hence R is also finite dimensional, and

dimK K[G]/P < dim^F-fG: Z] < oo.

As to the final assertion, observe that by Lemma 1.1 (i), F can be written in

the form F= fl yerôY> where Q is a prime ideal of K[G] and the intersec-

tion is finite. Since F has finite codimension in K[G], the ideal Q is even

maximal. Therefore, any ideal of K[G] containing F is contained in some Qy

and any T-stable ideal over F is contained in fl Y<EröY = P.   □

Recall from [16] that a group T is said to be orbitally sound if and only if

any subgroup U of T having only finitely many T-conjugates satisfies

[U: <lyerUy]< oo.

An ideal / of K[T] is said to be faithful, if /T = <1>, and almost faithful, if

I' is finite. The key results of [16] we need are as follows.

Theorem 3.6 (Roseblade). Let T be polycyclic-by-finite.

(i) T has a normal subgroup T0 affinité index which is orbitally sound.

(ii) Let T be orbitally sound and let G <lT.Set F = DG(T). If P is an almost

faithful T-prime ideal of K[G], then F = (F n K[F])K[G].
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Proof. Part (i) follows from [16, Theorem C.2]. For part (ii), let A denote

the Zalesskii subgroup of G (see [15, p. 364] or [16, §1.5]). Then A is a

characteristic f.c. subgroup of G of the form A = DG(//) for some finite-by-

nilpotent normal subgroup H of G and hence in particular, A contains F. We

consider the ideal F n K[A] of K[A]. By Lemma 3.2, F n K[A] can be

expressed as F n K[A] = Px n F2 n . . . n P„ with prime ideals F, of K[A]

which form an orbit under T. Therefore, the subgroups P,-T of T have only

finitely many conjugates under T and

n (f.t = ( n *vY = (f n ̂ jy* = pf n ¿
yer Vyer      /

is a finite group. Since T was assumed to be orbitally sound, we conclude that

F,T is finite for all /, and hence F, is almost faithful. By [16, Theorem D], we

obtain that

Pi = {Pi n K[DA(T)])K[A] = (F,, n K[F])K[A],

and hence

F n A-[¿] = (F n K[F])K[A].

Therefore, we have to show that F = (F n K[A])K[G]. By [15, Theorem

11.4.2], it suffices to check that F n K[A] is annihilator free in /sT[^], that is

for any a E K[A] and any infinite subgroup B of A, a- u(K[B]) c F n

K[A] implies that a E P n #[-4]- But if 5 is infinite, then 5 n %(A) also is

infinite and since F(+ is finite, we may choose x¡ E B r\ %(A), x, G F,T. Then

x, - 1 is nonzero and central modulo F, and hence is regular modulo F,. Now

if a ■ w(K[B]) C F n K[A], then a(x¡ - 1) G F, and so a G F,. Since this

holds for all /, we have a G fl P, = P n K[A] and we obtain that F n K[A]

is in fact annihilator free. The result follows. □

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 3.7. Let T be polycyclic-by-finite, let G < T and let P be a T-prime

ideal of K[G]. Suppose the action of T on K[G]/P is almost fixed point free.

Then there are countably many T-stable ideals IX,I2, . . . of K[G] (not neces-

sarily distinct from each other and from K[G]) with I, D F and such that for

any ideal I of K[G], C\ Yer/Y D F implies that I D I ¡for some I.

Proof. First observe that we may restrict ourselves to the case of prime

ideals /. For, suppose we already have constructed a sequence JX,J2, ... of

T-stable ideals satisfying the requirements of the theorem for prime ideals /

containing P. If / is any ideal of K[G] containing P, then / contains a finite

product F, • F2 • . . . P„ of primes with F, D /. Clearly, if D Yer-/1' ̂  F, then

fl yer^V ** P f°r all '» and hence F, contains some of the ideals Jx, J2, . . .,

say F, d Jn0. But then / d //(1) • //(2) • .. . -//(n) + F, and the latter ideal is

T-stable and strictly contains F, since F is T-prime. Furthermore, the set of
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ideals of the form //(1) • 7/(2) • . . . •/,(„) + P clearly is a countable set and so

the result follows in general.

Choose T0 as in Theorem 3.6(i) and set G0 = G n T0. Then, by Lemma 3.4,

P n K[G0] can be written as a finite intersection F n K[G0] = fl yer^o»

where F0 is a T0-prime of K[G0] such that the action of T0 on K[G0]/P0 is

almost fixed point free. We first establish the theorem for T0 and K[G0]/P0.

Since the orbitally sound property is inherited by homomorphic images, we

may assume that F0 is faithful, that is Pj = <1>. Let /0 be a prime ideal of

K[G0] such that 70 = D rer/o ~3 ̂ V Then /J is infinite, for otherwise

application of Theorem 3.6(h) would give that

ï0 = {ïonK[F])K[Go],

where we have set F = DG (T0). But /0 n K[F] D F0 n K[F] and, by Lemma

3.5 applied to the T0-prime ideal F0 n K[F] of K[F], we must in fact have

equality. Thus we obtain that /0 = F0, a contradiction. Therefore, /J is

infinite and the ideal (coïg)K[G0] + F0 is strictly larger than F0, since Pj =

<1>- Furthermore, the ideal (w/J)/T[G0] + F0 is obviously Testable and is a

member of the countable set of ideals of the form (uH)K[G0] + P0, H a

normal subgroup of G0. This yields the desired sequence Jx, J2,. . . of ideals

forT0and/s:[G0]/F0.

It remains to lift the result to T and K[G]/P. So let / be a prime ideal of

K[G] such that / = fl yerF D P. Then, since F is T-prime, / contains an

element that is regular modulo F, by Lemma 1.1(f), and since [G : G0] < oo,

we conclude from Lemma 2.2 that

/n/^[G0]DFn/:[G0]= f| fy.
* yer

Now / is a T-prime ideal of K[G] and hence / n K[G0] is a T-prime in

K[G0], by Lemma 3.2. Therefore, Lemma 3.4 yields that

InK[G0]= fl ¡!,
yer

a finite intersection with /0 a T0-prime. After replacing /0 by a T-conjugate if

necessary, we have /0 D F0. Therefore, by the result for T0 and K[G0]/P0, the

ideal /0 contains some J, and hence

/ n k[gq] d n /0r =5 n j,1 d n pg = f n ^c?0].
yer yer yer

Here, the last inclusion is even strict. For otherwise, // c F0 for some y E T,

since nyer//Y is a finite intersection of T0-stable ideals and F0 is T0-prime.

But then /, D //, which is impossible since T acts as a finite permutation

group. Therefore, D Yep// and P n K[G0] are distinct and
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i, = {n jAk[g] + p
Vyer     /

is a two-sided T-stable ideal of K[G] strictly containing F and contained in /.

Since the ideals /, clearly form a countable set, the theorem is proved.   □

4. Topological methods. If not explicitly stated otherwise, the group G is

understood to be polycylic-by-finite throughout this section.

Given a ring R, the set Spec(F) of prime ideals of R can be endowed with

a topology, usually called the Jacobson topology, by declaring the subsets of

the form

T(/ ) = { F G Spec(F )\P D / },   /an ideal of R,

to be closed. If R = K[G] is the group algebra of a finitely generated

nilpotent-by-finite group G, then the primitive ideals of R turn out to be just

those prime ideals P of R such that {F} is a locally closed subset of the

topological space Spec(F). Algebraically, the condition means that the inter-

section of all primes strictly containing F is distinct from F (cf. [13, Corollary

5.6]). Although this characterization of primitive ideals does not hold for

general polycyclic groups, there is still some characterization of primitive

ideals for these groups with a topological background. Unfortunately, this

characterization only works for uncountable fields.

The crucial result we need is the following recent theorem of Farkas [4,

Corollary 8].

Theorem 4.1 (Farkas). Let K be an uncountable field and let G be a

polycyclic group. Then for any homomorphic image R of K[G] the set Priv(F) of

primitive ideals of R is a Baire space (when considered as a subspace of

Spec(F)).

Recall that a Baire space is a topological space with the property that

countable intersections of dense open subsets always are dense. We shall use

Farkas' theorem in the following way.

Let P be a prime ideal of K[G] and let R = K[G]/P, which is a prime

semiprimitive ring (cf. [9, Corollary 1.3]). Suppose Priv(F) can be written as a

union of countably many subsets %l, %2, . . . . Then the conclusion of

Farkas' theorem is that at least one of these has to be dense. For, if none of

the %¡ is dense, then for each i the complement % of the closure %¡ is a

nonempty open subset of Priv(F). But as a consequence of the fact that R is

prime and semiprimitive, any nonempty open subset of Priv(F) is dense and

hence each % is dense. On the other hand, the intersection of the % is

empty, which contradicts the Baire space property. Therefore, some 9C, has to

be dense which, in algebraic terms, just means that fï ge ex, ß = (0)-

In order to state the result we need some terminology. The ideal P of K[G]

is said to have a separating set of ideals, if there exist countably many ideals
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/,, I2, . . . (not necessarily distinct from each other and from K[G]), all

strictly containing P, with the property that any ideal strictly containing P

contains one of the ideals I,. Observe that the existence of a separating set of

ideals is trivial if K is countable since a countable Noetherian ring has only

countably many ideals. Hence for the following theorem we must have K

uncountable.

Theorem 4.2. Let K be an uncountable field and let G be a polycyclic group.

If P is aprime ideal of K[G], then the following are equivalent:

(i) F is primitive;

(ii) the heart %(P) of P is a finite algebraic extension of K;

(iii) F has a separating set of ideals.

Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) has been established in [13, Theorem

5.2], even under a less restrictive hypothesis on the field K. The implication

(iii) =» (i) follows from Farkas' theorem (and is also in Farkas' paper [4,

Theorem 1]). Namely, if F is not primitive, then % = Vnw(K[G]/P) can be

written as the union of the countably many subsets %, = {Q E %\Q D

I,/P}, where /,, I2, . . . is the separating ideal sequence for F. Consequently,

some 9C, has to be dense and so flgg^ß = (0). But Dgescß contains the

nonzero ideal IJP of K[G]/P, a contradiction. Thus P is in fact primitive.

Finally, (ii) => (iii) follows from the results of §3. For, in the language of §3,

(ii) just says that the action of G on K[G]/P is almost fixed point free. So the

existence of a separating set of ideals for F follows from Theorem 3.7.   □

As a second application of the Baire space method we obtain the following

result on the existence of "large" orbits of primitive ideals.

Theorem 4.3. Let K be an uncountable field, let P be a primitive ideal of

K[ G ] and let N be a polycyclic normal subgroup of G. Then to any ideal I of

K[N] such that C\g^GIg = F n K[N] there exists a primitive ideal Q of

K[N] with Qd land HgEGQg = P n K[N].

Proof. First we reduce to the case / prime. We have / d Px- P2 • ... -Pn

for suitable prime ideals F, of K[N] with F, D /. Therefore,

p n k[n] = n ig d ( n Ff)• ( n f2*)■... • ( n pg\
gee \geG      I    Vgec      / \geG      I

since the  latter ideal is obviously  G-stable and is contained in F, • F2

•   . . .    P„. Since F n K[N] is G-prime, it follows that

F n K[N] D  R P¡g
geG

for some f. The other inclusion is clear, for P n K[N] C / C P,. Hence we

may assume that / is prime.

By Corollary 3.3, the action of G on K[N]/P n K[N] is almost fixed point
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free, and Theorem 3.7 provides us with countably many G-stable ideals

/„ I2, . . . of K[N] with I, d F n K[N] for all / and such that for any ideal F

of K[N] with F D F n k(n] and T $1, for all /, we have DgeGF* = F n

K[N].

Since ngec/g = F n /¡T[A], we clearly have / ip/, for all /. Set R =

K[G]/I and J, = (I, + /)// for / = 1,2, ... . Then each J, is a nonzero ideal

of the prime ring R. Set 9C = Priv(F) and %, = {T G %\T D /,}. Since 9C

is a Baire space, by Farkas' theorem, and since the 9C, are countably many

proper closed subsets of 9C, it follows that % ¥= U/9C,- Choose T G

9C \ U/9C/ and let (2 he the inverse image of F in K[N]. Then Q is a

primitive ideal of K[N] containing /, but not containing any of the ideals I,.

Therefore, by the fundamental property of these ideals, we must have

ngEGQg = PnK[N]. a
We close with a remark on the Jacobson property of K[G] which answers

in the positive a question by P. F. Smith in the special case of K being

uncountable. Recall that a ring F is a Jacobson ring if and only if every prime

ideal of R is an intersection of primitive ideals.

Proposition 4.4. Let K be an uncountable field and let G be a polycyclic

group. Then any faithful prime ideal of K[G] can be written as an intersection of

faithful primitive ideals.

Proof. Let F be a faithful prime ideal of K[G], that is

Pt= {gGG|l-gGF}=<l>.

To each element g G G, g ¥= 1, we associate an open subset %g of % =

Priv(ÄTG]/P) by

%g = {T E%\(1 - g)+ P G T).

Since F is faithful, the elements (1 - g) + P (g ¥= I) are all nonzero in

K[G]/P and hence the Jacobson property of K[G] implies that the open

subsets %g of % are nonempty and hence dense. Since they form a countable

family of subsets of %, the conclusion of Farkas' theorem is that the

intersection

9) =  n %
g£Gx{l}

is also dense, that is D re^F = (0). But clearly, the inverse images in K[G]

of the ideals in 9) are faithful primitive ideals of /^[G], and their intersection

equals P.    □

Added in Proof. Farkas' theorem (Theorem 4.1) has meanwhile been

extended to polycyclic-by-finite groups (M. Lorenz and D. S. Passman,

Integrality and normalizing extensions of rings, J. Algebra, (to appear)). Thus

the results in §4 do in fact hold for polycyclic-by-finite groups.
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